
Ye Old Pub

The story of the final mission for Ye Old Pub is quite

a famous one and a lot of information about Charlie

Brown and his crew’s mission can be found on the

web. We teamed up with the Tally Ho Project and

they produced a lovely video about its last epic

journey back to England. You can find it here – 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Q_7S2Qry70

Our story continues from where David and his team

leave off………..                                                                                         (The Guardian - Nicolas Trudgian)

It is December 1943, the 448th Bombardment Group (H) have made Station 146 (RAF Seething) their

home, everything is ready for the Group to play their part in the 20th Combat Bomb Wing, 2nd Bomb

Division of the V111 Bomber Command. On the 14th, 16th and 20th December they flown on missions

which were all recalled before reaching the enemy coast.  

It is late in the afternoon of the 20th and the winter dusk is deepening. All, on Station 146 airfield were

going about their everyday work when people became aware of the sound of two or possibly three aircraft

in the sky.  They looked up to follow this sound and became aware of two P47 Thunderbolts approaching

which then began circling the end of the runway.  The watchers on the ground then became aware of the

sound of another aircraft; this one flying rather low and not sounding good.  This was an aircraft in big

trouble! The emergency flares were released by this aircraft indicating wounded on board.  

The emergency flares were the signal for the airfield crash teams to get into action and we can guess that

they would have had alerts from the P47s. All the emergency vehicles including fire trucks and “meat

wagons” (ambulances) rushed to where they expected the wounded aircraft would land.  This was not a

practice; this was for real. This was fellow flyers in trouble, big trouble. Other personnel jumped into

jeeps and raced to follow the emergency vehicles to help.

Everyone held their breath as they watched this B17, a very proud four engine aircraft, make an attempt

to land on what appeared to be two functioning engines.  Her front wheels make contact with the runway

and remain intact, then her tail wheel makes contact with the ground.  A proud lady almost saying “I may

be down but I am not out (yet)”. Everyone looks at the damage inflicted on this aircraft and wonders how

on earth it managed to stay in the sky and struggle back to England.

Slowly from the aircraft emerge the men. The Station’s assistant intelligence officer, Second Lieutenant

Bob Harper goes forward to the pilot, who has dropped out of the hatch in the nose, to see how he is and

what assistance his crew may need.  He also calls for the medics to check over the pilot who appears to

have a wounded shoulder shown by a hole in his jacket.  The pilot refuses, saying it is a scratch but

requests his crew are cared for.  The pilot’s name is Second Lieutenant Charlie Brown and he and his

crew have just flown their very first mission together.  

The medics help Sgt Richard Pechout and Sgt Sam “Blackie” Blackford into a waiting ambulance and

four  helpers  carry  out  Sgt  Alex  “Russian”  Yelesanko  out  on  a  stretcher  toward  another  waiting

ambulance. At the tail of the aircraft, a very poniant moment is witnessed as the body of the tail gunner is

reverently carried to the second ambulance on a stretcher. Those around the aircraft watch as these two

ambulances carry to the medical centre these very special men.

It seems likely that the onlookers could have been wondering what would emerge as the story of this

aircraft which carried the name “Ye Olde Pub” and how the courageous men had survived to land at

Seething.  Would they all get to know the story behind this?
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The 448th commanding officer Colonel Jim Thompson, who had been a stretcher bearer came from the

tail of the aircraft wiping blood off his hands on his trousers and went to speak to Charlie Brown to

reassure him his men were being looked after and to ask how he could be helped. Colonel Thompson took

Charlie to the control tower where he had a short sleep and then drove him over the airfield to the hard

standing where the ground crew had towed “The Pub”.

One of the mechanics gave them a rundown of the damage which the aircraft had sustained. Both men

were aware that one of the ground crew had thoughtfully covered the tail with a tarpaulin, to hide the now

dried blood.  

How many times in the following months would this type of scene be repeated? 

As Colonel Thompson drove Charlie to Lieutenant Harper’s office for a debrief, it is reported that they

had a conversation about the mission and the Colonel’s intention to suggest that they were recommended

for medals.  Once in the office Charlie Brown and Lieutenant Harper settled down for the debrief and

Harper admitted it was his first since the unit was yet to complete their first combat mission. Harper asked

Charlie  if  he was prepared to  speak for  his  crew as  there  was little  time before their  flight  back to

Kimbolton arrived.  As the story of the flight was revealed about the damage from flak and German

fighters and then that a German fighter pilot escorted them through the coastal flak and out to sea Harper

listened  in  disbelief.   He  then  told  Charlie  that  he  must  report  this  to  their  Bomb  Group  back  at

Kimbolton. 

The aircraft arrived from Kimbolton but it had developed engine problems and so there was a delay while

repairs were completed.  Harper left Charlie and his crew in the club to partake of drinks and sandwiches,

and he himself would telephone Kimbolton with this amazing story of the German pilot who escorted

them to the coast.  However, after three hours Harper was back just as they were about to leave and pulled

Charlie to one side to explain that Kimbolton had ordered that the crew were never to talk about what had

happened  on  this  mission  and  there  would  be  no  medals.   Their  mission  and  adventure  had  never

happened. 

Harper explained that if other crews with badly wounded members and helpless thought that the enemy

fighter pilots would give them a reprieve they were very, very wrong and lead to crews not continuing to

fight. In any case if this story did leak, the fighter pilot’s courageous conduct would result in his life

ending very quickly.

Charlie  and  his  crew  boarded  the  aircraft  and  Charlie

needing his own space to digest the conversation he had

with Harper was in the nose compartment.  They took off

only to hear an engine fail and the pilots quickly brought

the  aircraft  down on the  runway but  it  skidded off  and

came to a sudden halt in the mud just across from “The

Pub”.  

A lorry was sent the seventy-seven miles from Kimbolton

while the crew stayed at Seething.  It took the driver all of

21st December  to  reach Seething  having got  lost  on the

roads. They then travelled back to Kimbolton arriving on

the 22nd December and were not able to tell of the story of

their first mission. 

                          (Photo supplied) 

Back row, L-R: S/Sgt Bertrand Oscar Coulombe, Engineer/Top Turret Gunner; Sgt Alex Yelesanko, Left Waist Gunner; Sgt Richard A. 
Pechout, Radio Operator; Sgt Lloyd H. Jennings, Right Waist Gunner; S/Sgt Hugh S. Eckenrode, Tail Gunner (KIA); Sgt Samuel W. 
Blackford, Ball Turret Gunner
Front row, L-R: 2nd Lt Charles Lester Brown, Pilot; 2nd Lt Spencer G. Luke, Co-Pilot; 2nd Lt Albert A. Sadok, Navigator; 2nd Lt  
Robert M. Andrews, Bombardier
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“Ye Old Pub” was severely damaged over Germany and the Netherlands in an aerial attack and because

there were wounded crew on board, and they would not have survived a parachute jump, the crew decided

to try and make it back to base.  When they were over the English Channel and loosing height, they threw

out all the moveable items they could to make the aircraft lighter. Two P47s of Air Sea Rescue escorted

them to the nearest airfield.  

Let us start by looking at the serious damage which

flak and the aerial attack caused to “Pub” before it

arrived at Seething, in the words of Charlie Brown. 

1) In  addition  to  the  three  damaged engines,  every

major component of the aircraft had suffered severe

damage. 

2) The Plexiglass nose section was almost gone. 

3) There were hundreds of flak and bullet holes in the

wing and aileron section,  occasionally punctured by

the jagged holes left  by the explosive 20-millimetre

cannon shells, and one large hole possibly left by an

88mm  antiaircraft  shell  which  had  miraculously

passed through the wing without exploding.                                 ( A Higher Call John D. Shaw/Valor Studio)

4) The  radio  compartment  was  almost  destroyed,  and the

mid-section of the aircraft had suffered damage. 

5) Small  sections  of  the  aircraft  skin  were  missing,

especially near the waist gunner position. 

6) The tail section had been hit by dozens of machine gun

bullets  and  several  20mm  shells,  damaging  key  elements

such  as  rudder,  vertical  and  horizontal  stabilizers  and

elevators.  I  realised  that  there  was  no  rudder  control

possible, due to the severe damage to both the rudder and

vertical  stabilizer  was almost destroyed. I  now understood

why the control response had been sluggish. 

(In the Presence of My Enemy John D. Shaw)

7) The hydraulic system was non-functional. 

8) The  radio,  interphone  and  electrical  systems

were  inoperable.  The  aircraft  was  described  by

one military  onlooker  as a  “flying wind tunnel”

that looked like it has been designed by a Swiss

cheese manufacturer.

It is no wonder that all who witnessed this aircraft

land  were  wondering  how  it  managed  to  stay

flying,  who were the crew who brought it  in to

land  and  how  on  earth  did  it  not  collapse  on

landing!  This sight was then captured in 1988 in

a painting  by Robert  Harper,  the  then Assistant

Intelligence Officer at Station 146.  He had looked

at this aircraft in detail many times before it was

moved.                                                                 

                                                                          (A higher Call John D. Shaw/Valor Studios)
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Who were the crew of this aircraft?  

2nd Lt Charles Lester Brown – pilot – 802713 – Nickname

Charlie.  He  was  born  24 October  1922  in  Weston,  West

Virginia, a farm boy.  He enlisted in the Army Signal Corps

from  October  1939  to  July  1942  from  there  he  attended

Aviation Cadet Flight School and was commissioned a Second

Lieutenant in the USAAF in 1943.  Then assigned to the 8th Air

Force, 379th Bombardment Group (H), 527th Bomb Squadron at

RAF Kimbolton (USAAF Station 117th) England from 21 May

1943 to 12 June 1945. During his time,  he flew 29 combat

missions  as  a  B17  pilot.   One  piece  of  information  which

Charlie did not share with his crew on their first meeting was

that  he  was  only  21  and not  25  years  old.   He did  this  to

impress his crew and give them confidence in his ability.

                           (Photo supplied)

2nd Lt Spencer G Luke – co-pilot – (first service number 18025660) –

nickname “Pinky”, born 22nd November 1920 and enlisted at Kelly Field,

Texas.  (I  could  not  find  much  information  on  Spencer  that  could  be

confirmed).

2nd Lt Al A Sadok – Navigator – service number unknown – nickname

“Doc”, born 23rd August 1921 in New York City,  New York. His full

name  could  have  been  Albert  Alexander.  (Again  not  100%  sure  of

information gathered).

2nd Lt Robert Meredith Andrews – Bombardier – (first service number

14107587) -nickname “Andy”, born 14 January 1921. Enlisted into Army

Air Corp at Ft McClellan, Alabama on 3 June 1942. Married for 47 years

to Lona Mae Hood. One strange piece of information when he was born

his given name was Gordon,  but  his  older  brothers  called  him Bobby!

However, on official documents it was Robert!                                                  (findagrave.com-chihuahua lover)

Sgt Samuel Wickham Blackford – Ball  Turret Gunner – 15382327 – nickname “Blackie”,  born 26

October  1923 in  Alabama.  Enlisted  into  the  Air  Corp  3  December  1942 at  Ft  Benjamin,  Harrison,

Indiana. On arrival at Station 146 he was admitted into the base hospital following the injury he sustained

in the aerial  battle.  His diagnoses was trench foot – moderate – cold injury – high altitude type. He

recovered sufficiently to continue flying with Charlie Brown. He was given an honourable discharge on 2

November 1945. 

    Blackie (Photo credit: Paul 
Blackford)
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S/Sgt Bertrand Oscar Coulombe – Top Turret/Engineer –

11091595  –  nickname  “Frenchy”,  born  1  March  1924  in

Massachusetts.  Enlisted  16  October  1942  in  Boston,

Massachusetts into the Air Corp. When they landed at Seething,

he was admitted into the base hospital, the injury he sustained

was diagnose as trench foot – slight to mild – cold injury -high

altitude type he too recovered as Blackie did. However, later in

his service career he

was  admitted  to

another  hospital

(country  unknown)

in  June  1944,

Diagnosis – scabies

by this time he had

served 1 year and 7

months. 

Enlistment photo (fold3.com/profile/rbc4950)
Coulombe Family Photo (cir. 1954) Germaine (mother) 

Bertrand (father), Ronnie (oldest son), Charlene    
(daughter), Paul (youngest son) not shown

(fold3.com/profile/rbc4950)

Sgt Lloyd H Jennings – Right Waist Gunner – 13119681 –

born 2 September 1922 in Appomattox, Appomattox County,

Virginia. Enlisted 2 November 1942 in Richmond, Virginia.

During the period when “Pub” was under attack Lloyd spent

most of his time attending to Alex, the left waist gunner who

had a serious leg injury.  Later in his service career Lloyd was

admitted  to  hospital  (country  unknown)  in  March  1945

diagnosis  type  2  injury  not  traumatism,  discharged  from

hospital  August  1945,  and discharged from U.  S Army 13

August 1945 this was after 2-3 years’ service.

       Lloyd Jennings ( Richmond Times Dispatch)

Sgt Richard Anthony Pechout – Radio Operator – 11102154 – born

14 September 1924 in New Britain, Hartford, Connecticut. He enlisted

on 12 November 1942 at Hartford, Connecticut into the Air Corp. He

sustained a serious injury to his hands in the aerial battle. “Blackie”

found Richard in the radio room (which looked like a cheese grater) in

a state of shock and trying to make radio contact with our fighters,

wearing no gloves. Much later they learnt that he had not been wearing

gloves for some time.  The severe cold caused serious problems to his

hands.  When they landed at Seething, he was taken for his injuries to

be attended to in the base hospital as other members of the crew had.

Because of his type of injuries, it was likely that he was transferred to

77th Station Hospital at Morley Hall, Wymondham. From there he was
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transferred back to the U.S.A. for several more months of treatment and rehabilitation to be able to use his

hands again. Once recovered he volunteered for flying status and for combat duty again. By this time, he

was a  Technical  Sergeant,  serving in  the 384th BG, 544th BS,  who flew out  of  Grafton  Underwood,

England. It was while he was on his 10th mission just after they had released their bombs their B17 43-

38850 was hit by enemy anti-aircraft fire, just south-west of Arnhem.  Most of the crew bailed out and of

the nine crew members the pilot and the bombardier sadly lost their lives, the navigator evaded capture,

Richard (the radio operator) along with the tail gunner, co-pilot, ball turret gunner and top turret gunner

all became prisoners of war. Richard and the other four were recorded on 9 February 1945 to be in Dulag

Luft West. On 20 April they are recorded as being liberated.  Richard was hospitalized in Nancy France

and returned to the U.S.A. on 6 June 1945 aboard the ship Admiral W S Benson which docked in New

York.

Sgt  Alex  Yelesnko –  service  number  not

known  –  Left  Waist  Gunner  –  nickname

“Russian”. He was  born 31 January 1914 in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin and he signed for the

Draft  on 16 October  1940 at  Weirton,  West

Virginia. He enlisted 29 September 1942 and

was  given  honourable  discharge  on  4

November 1944.  During the aerial  battle he

sustained a serious injury to his  left  leg and

was attended to by Lloyd. As with Richard his

medical journey was similar only Richard was

able to volunteer  for service again and Alex

could not.  It is not known what he did after he

was discharged by the USAAF.                                                (findagrave.com – Skiwee)

S/Sgt  Hugh  Sylvester  “Ecky”  Eckenrode –  Tail  Gunner  –

33237423 – He was born 9 August 1920 and he enlisted on 24

August 1942 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Stayed at his frozen

guns to warn of impending fighter attacks until the tail of the

aircraft  sustained  serious  damage  and  sadly  “Ecky”  died  of

wounds conducive with being hit by multiple shell fragments,

flak, shrapnel. (Writing about “Ecky’s wounds was the hardest

thing to do, call me soft as it happened 78 years ago but reading

the  actual  hospital  admissions  report  was  much  colder.  This

crew and all  the other  aircrews both USAAF and RAF were

ordinary men doing extraordinary things).

         (findagrave.com - Jaap Vermeer)
                                                                                                (findagrave.com – Sherry)
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Not a member of the Crew but central to the story

2nd Lt Robert L Harper – 0-667402 – Assistant Group Intelligence Officer - Headquarters Detachment.

He had been assigned as a navigator with the newly formed 379th BG in the U.S.A but due to a medical

condition was grounded permanently.  He was then assigned as an Assistant Intelligence Officer again

with a newly formed Bomb Group that  being the 448thBG. On 20 December he helped remove the

casualties and helped Charlie when he descended from the aircraft.  He also revisited “Pub” several times

to examine the damaged and maybe wondered how on earth it managed to fly and able to land at Station

146. While he was at Seething, he used his artistic flare to paint on some of the walls of the Station’s

buildings.  Shortly after the “Pub”

affair  he  was  moved  to  another

Group  (at  this  moment  in  time

where  he  went  is  not  known)

Moving on in time to the 1980s he

was key to the  search as  to  what

happened  to  cause  the  security

blackout  and  much  more.  Due  to

his studying “Pub” he was able to

paint  the  ‘famous’  picture  of  her

with her German aircraft.   Robert

after  his  service  in  the  USAAF

became  a  successful  teacher,

architect  and  commercial  aviation

artist. 

                                                              (The Ultimate Honor Robert Harper)

Charlie Brown and his crew finished their tour and the adventure of their first mission was never spoken

about.  The men just got on with their lives until one day Charlie Brown wondered what really happened

on their first mission………
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